Abstract. We discuss flip-flop cycles in solar and stellar activity.
Decades of continuous photometric monitoring of RS CVn-type stars (binaries with cool active giants or subgiants) revealed that large spots maintained their identities for years which was interpreted as a signature of one or two active longitudes. showed that active longitudes on these stars are persistent structures which can however continuously migrate in the orbital reference frame. The active longitudes are separated by 180
• on average and differ in their activity level. Periodic switching of the dominant activity from one active longitude to the other results in a socalled flip-flop cycle. This was detected in both light curve variations and Doppler images ( Fig. 1 ; . Two active longitudes and flip-flops seem to be typical patterns of stellar activity. In addition to RS CVn stars they have been found on FK Com-type stars (Jetsu et al. 1993; Korhonen et al. 2002) and very active young solar analogues (Berdyugina & Järvinen 2005) .
Persistent active longitudes and a flip-flop cycle have also been found in the distribution of sunspots (Berdyugina & Usoskin 2003) . Large sunspot groups in both northern and southern hemispheres are preferably formed around two active longitudes which are separated by 180
• and persistent for at least 120 years. Similar to young solar-type dwarfs, the two active longitudes on the Sun are long-lived quasi-rigid structures which are not fixed in any reference frame due to differential rotation. They continuously migrate, with a variable rate, with respect to the Carrington system, especially in the beginning of the solar cycle (Fig. 2) . The migration of active longitudes is caused by changes in the mean latitude of the sunspot formation and by differential rotation.
More than a dozen of active stars exhibiting flip-flop cycles enable a statistical analysis of their properties. There is a noticeable trend for stars with longer rotational periods to have longer flip-flop cycles (Fig. 3, left panel) . The trend is prominent for RS CVn binaries as they have a wide range of rotation periods which are synchronized with their orbital motion. In connection to the spot activity cycle (analogous to the 11-yr sunspot cycle), there are clearly two groups of stars with cycle ratios 2:1 and 1:3 (Fig. 3, right  panel) . This implies different dominant dynamo mechanisms operating in these stars. The presence of binaries in both groups excludes possible effects of binarity on this ratio. However, it appears that the two groups greatly differ by the differential rotation rate, which might provide a clue to the nature of their dynamos. 
